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Dear Canpals 

 

We all are aware of the current situation of the banking industry.  

But one of the minority union NOBO which in present is asking for membership by claiming that it is 

part of ruling govt  is either unaware of the today's banking scenario or either due to govt pressure 

have closed the eyes.  

The major concern of the trade union is welfare of members but when NOBO claims to be part of 

govt what betterment have they done for banking system. What benefits have they brought to 

common members in last 3 yr. When their proclaimed leaders proudly says that they were in corridor 

of policy making what good of bankers they discussed. I want to raise some questions.  

1.Why was NOBO quiet when 10 banks were given mandate to curtail benefits.  

2.What have they suggested govt for future of bankers as they claim it is their govt.  

3. What statements and stand they take when govt makes statement that banks would be privatised.  

4. What are they doing to save the PSU stature of banks in which we youth joined with confidence 

that we are working as psu employee.  

5. During demonetisation we bankers had worked day n night. What NOBO did for proper 

compensation of ours.  

6.What stand was taken by NOBO on amalgamation and privatisation.  

7.What stand does NOBO take when it comes denying infusion of capital in psu banks.  

8.Why did NOBO did not demanded Tax and dividend holiday from the govt. when all banks 

reported loss and when infusion of capital is denied.  

9.What suggestions and stand has NOBO given to govt on mounting NPA . 

10. What have they suggested on betterment of bankers dismay.  

The list of questions is never ending. I may be wrong in posing such questions but when NOBO 

proudly claims to be part of govt and is it only part when asking for membership ? When it comes to 

betterment of banking industry what happens to their cordial relations with govt. So friends beware 

and when next someone approaches you kindly ask him these questions. 

Stay united and be united. 

 

*G V Manimaran* 

*General Secretary* 
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